
Ref: AISV-16th WR-9th-15th August,2021

Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV from 9th August,
2021 to 15th August, 2021.

Pre Primary Section

PRAYER TIME

● God’s Love!
● Sanskrit Shlok - Twamev Mata Cha Pita Twamev

NURSERY

CIRCLE TIME
YOGA/EXERCISE

Children practiced shloka "Twameva Mata cha pita
twameva" on a daily basis.
They also practiced “ॐ भभवू� व��व वः”
They practiced Surya Namaskar poses done till now and also
did few new poses.

ENGLISH/
PATTERNS

Little ones were introduced to the new letter Letter Y by
showing objects.
They practiced the same in their textbooks and notebooks.
They were also introduced to Letter Z by showing objects.

MATHS/
PATTERNS

Tiny tots were introduced to the new pre - math concept
More and Less.
They practiced the same in their textbooks.
They happily showed the More and Less objects available
at home.

GK/SHOW & TELL Master minds enthusiastically participated in showing things



with Hard and Soft touch.

RHYMES Little Stars were introduced to a new rhyme Mummy
and Daddy by showing a video.
They enjoyed singing the rhyme with action.

LIFE SKILLS Shining stars happily watched the video on Five Magic
Words to develop good manners.

ART AND CRAFT Young Artists enjoyed doing Fingerprinting on a Flower.

INDEPENDENCE
DAY ACTIVITY

Little ones enjoyed doing a bud imprint with the tricolour
in the picture of the National Flag.

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

CIRCLE TIME
YOGA/EXERCISE

Children practiced shloka "Twameva Mata cha pita
twameva" on a daily basis. They also practiced “ॐ भभवू� व��व
वः” They practiced surya namaskar poses done till now and
also did few new poses.

RHYMES Toddlers had fun revising the rhymes “This little froggy &
Rainbow” and were also introduced to new rhyme “Polly
put the kettle on” through a video and actions.

ENGLISH/
PATTERNS

Little ones practiced revising the phonic sound of the
alphabets A to R. They revised all about the sight words ‘I’
‘a’ and ‘be’ through sentence reading & recognising on the
zoom board. They practiced writing the letter Mm in their
textbooks along with the picture reading and were
introduced to letter Nn through News paper sticking in their
textbooks, picture reading & textual exercise.

MATHS/ Kids revised numbers 1- 15 on their fingers and by clapping



PATTERNS their hands. . They were introduced with number 14, 15
through objects and on black board along with the concept of
ones and tens place. They practiced writing number 14, 15
on their slate as well as in their textbook.

GK/SHOW & TELL Kids revised all about the “healthy and unhealthy food”
through a PPT shown to them in the class.

HINDI Little stars revised swar 'अ to अः 'through swar rhyme and
with picture cutouts. They revised swar ' ऋ ' through PPT in
the class. They practiced writing swar ' ऋ ' and swar ' अ to
अः ' in their slate and in Hindi notebook.

ART & CRAFT Children filled colours in the image of ball and made colourful
circles around the dots in the Navneet book

GROSSMOTORS Toddlers were introduced to letters Mm and ऋ through floor
activity where they walked on the letters drawn on the floor.

INDEPENDENCE
DAY ACTIVITY

Kids enjoyed making a Tricolour badge for themselves using
tricolor craft paper.

UPPER KINDERGARTEN

CIRCLE TIME
YOGA/EXERCISE

Children practiced shloka "Twameva Mata cha pita
twameva" on a daily basis. They also practiced “व�तणु ् ◌ुड
महाकाय सयू� कय� ◌ो �ट नमो नमः” They also had fun doing the
exercises, They practiced surya namaskar poses done till now
and also did few new poses.

MATHS Little stars practiced for “Just before , Just after and Between
numbers”. They wrote the same in their notebooks and were
introduced to “Rearrange” numbers in the textbook.



HINDI Children were practiced “ ज झ ” in their notebook with different
similar sound words and they even practiced “अ से झ “ in their
notebook.

ENGLISH Kids were introduced with op and ot family CVC words, they did
practice of the same in their notebook. They were also introduced
with a new cursive pattern and wrote three letters sight words in
the notebook.

GK Children were introduced with a new topic Wild and Domestic
Animals.

ART AND CRAFT Kids enjoyed doing “Onion Printing” on a flower vase in the Art
and craft book.

INDEPENDENCE
DAY ACTIVITY

Kids enjoy doing spray painting on National symbols with
their class teachers. They enjoyed playing with colours.

EVENTS & CELEBRATION

ENGLISH POEM RECITATION COMPETITION: (12th August 2021)

Recite me a poem! Sing me a Song! English Poem Recitation competition was conducted
on 12th August for our tiny tots. And the Rubrics on which they were scaled, are
presentation with action, props used, voice modulation & clarity & pronunciation. All the
little stars enthusiastically participated & also cheered their peers!

WINNERS LIST :

GRADE 1ST 2ND 3RD CONSOLATION



NURSERY Vihangi
Mahida, Mahit
Bhatt

Amay Shah,
Bhakti Patel,
Keshvi Rajput

Anaya Shah,
Maheem
Patel

Lakshya
Singh,
Shaurya
Singh,
Jwisha Gajjar

Lower
Kindergarten -
A

Madhuri
Somasundara
m,
Krisha Singh,
Dhvij Kinjal
Kothari

Aaradhya
Arya,
Hiya Shirin
Kumar
Katharotiya,
Misha
Mayankbhai
Patel

Aarav Dhaval
Jadhav,
Anaya Mithun
Panchal,
Harshvi
Tushar
Makwana

Aanshi
Amitbhai
Rana,
Heer Hemant
Parmar,
Rishit
Bhavinkumar
Patel

Lower
Kindergarten -
B

Khrisha
Dharmesh
Vyas, Prisha
Jigar Rana

Jiyansh Tarun
Pandya,
Rainee
Pinkalkumar
Thakkar

Dhvansh
Dhavalbhai
Patel, Joel
Tarun Patel

Aarvi Gaurav
Panchal,Harvi
Rachit
Parikh,Hetvik
Sachin
Thakur,Jay
Dipak Solanki

Upper
Kindergarten
-A

Krisha P
Goswami,
Mantra B
Desai, Rivan N
Patel

Prayushi G
Mistry, Reny
Patel, Rithya
J Satve, Dev
N Patel

Dhyan K
Dave, Janam
H Prajapati,
Kavya J
Pandya

Aaradhya V
Dixit, Dhruv C
Kathiriya,
Jainit A
Punjabi,
Kashish R
Panchal

Upper
Kindergarten -
B

Swara Biren
Mistry, Rency
Ashish Machhi,
Trisha Shah

Pranit
Kolwadker,
Saanvi
Chaudhary,
Shlok
Thakkar,
Dhruvil Shah

Devansh
Modi, Param
Patel, Shorya
Shah

Megh Patel,
Riyan Sharma



Primary Section

ONLINE CLASSES & EXAMS:

Online classes and exams were
conducted for grades 1 to 5 through the
Zoom Cloud Meeting App and 6 to 10
through Google Meet. Students were
taught all the subjects i.e. English,
Hindi, Maths, Science, Social Science,
3rd Language(Gujarati/Sanskrit),
Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance,
Yoga, Art and Craft sessions were also
conducted for the students.

Grade 1



SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Question answers of the chapter 'what does Sug do?', was done
in the class. Kids were also introduced to a new poem ' bobo
goes shopping'.

Math Two ways of subtraction, subtraction facts were explained to
children. Textual exercises based on the same along with extra
practice sums were given to kids.

Science Question answers and textual exercises of the chapter 'Animals'
were done in the class.

Hindi छा�� ने आ मा�ावाले वा�य को समझा और �लखा ।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.

Yoga Students did physical exercises and yoga poses.

Music Students sang patriotic songs.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance song Tu meri Zindagi ka ikka.

Grade 2

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Poem I'm not afraid of dark was explained with videos, meanings
of the difficult words were explained and given for writing,
question and answers of the poem were discussed and pdf was
sent to the GC.

Math Ch.3 Subtractions facts, subtraction of 1-digit, 2-digit and 3-digit
numbers from 3 digit numbers were explained and solved in
notebook. Textual exercise was given to children to complete.

Science Question answers and textual exercise of the chapter 'Healthy
Food' were done in the class.

Hindi छा�� ने “�कृ�त का ए.सी” कहानी के ��नो क� चचा� �कया एवं उसका लेखन �कया |



Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students enjoyed filling the colors in gujarati and english
numbers.

Yoga Students did physical exercises and yoga poses.

Music Students sang patriotic songs.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance song Sonio dance par dance karle.

Grade 3

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

Maths Students revised Ch -4-Multiplication by doing textual exercises.
Students learned the concept of Division as equal sharing, as
equal grouping and as repeated subtraction.
They also learned the Facts for Division and relation between
Multiplication and division.

Science In the chapter Our body, students came to know about external
and internal organs, cell to organ formation and systems of the
body like the circulatory system, skeletal system and digestive
system were explained to children by showing video ppt and AR
apps.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Hindi छा�� ने “�ाथ�ना  मं�दर” कहानी के ��नो क� चचा� एवं लेखन �कया |

Art & Craft Students drew and coloured in object drawing.

Music Students sang patriotic songs.

Life Skill Students enhanced their knowledge in personality development.



Grade 4

SUBJECTS
STUDENTS LEARNED

English Completed the chapter “ Kaleidoscope”. Explanation of the story
and difficult words were done. Students completed the textbook
activity.

Math Continuing the chapter Factors and Multiples, students came to
know about the divisibility rule of 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, finding factors
from a number and highest common factors. Also, they did the
textual exercise of this.

Science Continuing the chapter” Animal adaptations”. Students observed
different types of adaptations for protection and on food habits and
came to know the special features of each group.

Social
Science

Harrappan Civilization was explained to children, the cities and
towns, bath systems and art, craft and trade of people during the
Indus valley civilization was explained.

Computer A new chapter, Introduction to Email was introduced in the class.
Students learned about the basics and history of E-mail.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Hindi छा�� ने �याकरण म� “�च� वण�न” को समझा , जाना एवं उसका लेखन �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �વર - ઋ ની મા�ા વાળા શ�દો �ું લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�. �લો ના નામ
�ણી તે�ુ ંલેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने L - 4 मम क�ा पाठ को पनुः पढ़ा तथा पाठ के अतं म� आए पाष�द� एवं �याकरण
मोद� के �र�त �थान� को परूा �कया ।

Art & Craft Students were drawn and filled the colours in school girl and playing
boy.

Music Students sang patriotic songs.

Life Skill Students enhanced their knowledge in personality development.



Grade 5

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English The grammar knowledge of the students was enhanced by learning
‘Adverbs’, different types of adverbs and rules for identifying them
through examples. ‘Adjectives’ were also discussed with the
students.

Math Continuing the chapter Fraction, students came to know about the
multiplication and division of fractions. They did the textbook
exercise of this.

Science Started a new chapter “ Safety and First aid”. Causes of fire
accidents, precautions and controlled measures were discussed in
the classroom.

Social
Science

A new chapter, “Continents and Oceans” was introduced in the
class. Students learned to locate the continents by anonating
longitudes and latitudes on the shared screen.

Computer A new chapter Elements of coding was introduced in the class
wherein they came to know about algorithms and programming
language.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques, healing
techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to
close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and
time with “Self”.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-6 'अ�बा' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Sanskrit छा�� ने L - 4 के पाठ बोध एवं �याकरण बोड� के अ�यास प� के �र�त �थान� क� प�ूत � क�
।

Art & Craft Students were drawn an Independence Day theme drawing in their
SketchBook.

Life Skill Students enhanced their knowledge in personality development.

Grade 6

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED



English Students studied prose, ‘The butterfly Lion’ and textual exercise
was also discussed.

Maths The chapter Playing with the Number was completed with the
discussion of the chapter revision exercise. Students were
introduced to a new chapter “Basic Geometrical Ideas”, wherein
they came to know about point, line, line segment, ray, open
figure, closed figure, curvilinear figures, collinear point and
non-collinear point. Also, they did the textual exercise of this.

Science The chapter Things Around Us was completed with the discussion
of textual exercise. Question and answers of the chapter was
shared in the Google classroom. Students were introduced to a new
chapter “Plants”, wherein they came to know about the tap root
system, main root, lateral root, the fibrous root system.

Social
Science

The Chapter in Civics, “Government” was completed with the
discussion of textual questions and answers. A new chapter, “In
the Earliest Cities” was introduced in the class, wherein students
came to know about Harappan civilisation through a video.

Computer In the chapter Computer Networks, Students learned about
guided and unguided transmission media with examples.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-6 "अनोखी ह�डी" के ��न��र पर चचा� क�।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “�ૂધનો રંગ” પા� લેખન પાઠ ના ��ોની ચચા� કર� અને લેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने ��चरा भाग 1 के पाठ 8 - "सिु�त�तबक : " पाठ के अ�यास प� क� प�ूत � क� ।

Art & Craft Students were drawn an Independence Day theme drawing in their
SketchBook.

Life Skill Students enhanced their knowledge in personality development.

Grade 7

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED



English Students studied prose, ‘A will to succeed’ and textual exercise
was also discussed.

Math Continue with the chapter “Triangles”, students were introduced to
concepts of median and altitude and discussed the inequality of
triangles sides. They were able to solve examples from the
textbook.

Science A new chapter, ‘Chemical and Chemical changes’ was introduced
to the class. Discussion about the matter, pure and impure
substances, mixtures, elements, metals, non -metals, compounds
and chemical symbols was done in the class.

Social
Science

A new chapter, “How the State Government works” was
completed with the discussion of textual questions and answers.
Topics for upcoming debate based on the chapter was discussed in
the class.

Computer In the chapter Introduction to Python, Students came to know
different types of operators with practical examples.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques, healing
techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to
close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and
time with “Self”.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-6 "नमक स�या�ह" के ��न��र पर चचा� क�।

Art & Craft Students were drawn an Independence Day theme drawing in their
SketchBook.

Life Skill Students enhanced their knowledge in personality development.

Grade 8

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students studied grammar, ‘Gerunds’ and ‘Participles’. The
textual exercise was also discussed.

Math Continuing with the chapter “Algebraic Expression and
Identities”. Students came to know addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division of algebraic expression.



Science-
Biology

Students observed the difference between internal and external
fertilization. The internal growth of the zygote and its advantages
were explained. The useful microbes were discussed. The process
of fermentation, making of curd, alcohol, making bread, etc was
briefed to the class.

Social
Science

The chapter, “Ruling the Countryside” was completed with the
discussion of the textual questions and answers.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.   

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �याकरण म� पाठ-12 ' �वराम �च�न ' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Sanskrit Class was suspended due to 15th August practice

Life Skill Students enhanced their knowledge in personality development.

Secondary Section

Grade 9

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students had an exciting journey in the life of Einstein in prose,
‘Truly beautiful mind’. The textual exercise was discussed.

Math Completed the chapter “Heron’s formula”. Students did the
activity about polynomials in the activity book.

Science-
Biology

The chapter, ‘Natural Resources’ was introduced to the class.
Discussion about the different sources of natural resources, air,
wind, cloud formation, rain, air pollution, its causes, effects,
global warming, acid rain, etc and ways to reduce/prevent air
pollution was done.

Science-
Chemistry

Continuing the chapter “ Atoms and molecules”. The concept
of Valency and electronic configuration was explained with
suitable examples. Students practised finding valency of various
elements.



Social
Science-His

In the chapter, “Nazism and the Rise of Hitler”, students
understood the concept of inflation and came to know about
hyperinflation during 1923 in Germany. They were explained
about “The Great Depression” due to the collapse of Wall
Street in the US.

SS- Eco. Students enhanced their knowledge in the chapter poverty as a
challenge. Wherein they came to know about poverty line, ratio
and challenges they face.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �याकरण म� 'सां�वना' एवं 'ध�यवाद' प�� के बारे म� समझा।

Computer Students came to know about parts of the Operating System
and versions of Unix.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.    

Grade 10

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students started their practice of MCQ for the first prose,
‘Letter to God’, MCQ’s were discussed.

Hindi छा�� ने �पश� प�ुतक से पाठ तांतारा वामीरो पढ़ा ।

Math Completed chapter “Area related to Circle”. Students came
to know, how to find different kinds of the area which is related
to the sector, segment. They were completed textbook
exercises.

Science-
Chemistry

Continuing the chapter “Periodic classification of
Elements”. The drawback of Mendeleev’s table was discussed.
Students were introduced to the basics of “Modern Periodic
Table”. MCQ from Chapter 1 is given for practice.

Social Science-
Geography

In the chapter, “Water Resources” students understood the
ancient hydraulic structure constructed in India, the
consequences of depletion of aquifers, the adverse effects of
HYV and over-irrigation on the lands.



SS- Eco They had MCQ BASED revision test of economics chapter for
term 1 exam.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.  

EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS:

PARENTS TEACHER MEETING (14-08-2021):

Parent visit & Parents teacher meeting was conducted from C3 to C10. Parents
submitted notebooks of their wards in the respective classes.

15TH AUGUST:

The 75th Independence Day was celebrated with great encouragement in our
school premises. We hoisted the national flag by the chief guest Dr. Neha Karnik
(Sports Physiotherapist) and with the presence of Director CA Utpal Shah, Dr.
Reena Shah, Principal Dr. Hema Abhiroom, Pre Primary to C2 Head Ms. Anila
Abby, coordinator Ms Nishi Abin. With honour and pride, the national anthem and
Jhanda Geet was presented by all educators. Later the cultural programmes like
dance, song and nukkad natak were represented by the students of grade 9&10,
star kids and educators. It was a really energetic performance by all AISV students
and educators.

Soon after the live event, a pre-recorded video of Pre-Primary to C8 was
broadcasted in YouTube to showcase our school Talents.


